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Center for Integrated Area Studies
Kyoto University
The Center for Integrated Area Studies (CIAS), Kyoto University has remained extremely active since its founding five years ago. The 
Center set up its services as a nationwide joint-use facility on a trial basis in the academic year 2006 and by 2008, had become official. In 
2010, the Center became a cooperative research facility and joint research center. CIAS is now an organization fully dedicated to 
facilitating cooperation among various related organizations working on area studies in Japan and abroad, as well as contributing to the 
broader development of area studies itself. As a facility promoting joint research programs, the Center supports cross-disciplinary and 
cross-regional research activities. At the same time, CIAS also aims to apply the latest informatics techniques to area studies for the 
sharing of area information and development of “area informatics.”
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5. CIAS Prestigious Resources
6. International Research Cooperation
7. CIAS Academic Staff and Research Projects
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The Center for Integrated Area Studies (CIAS) in Kyoto 
University was established in April 2006 to promote and conduct area 
studies. As an interdisciplinary field of research and scholarship, Area 
Studies aims to reconstruct holistic images of particular geographical, 
national, or cultural regions; that is, Area Studies requires comparative 
research and informatics to accumulate, integrate, and analyze various 
research resources and knowledge from particular areas and then 
share them to academic communities and societies.
Integrated Area Research is expected to reconstruct holistic 
images of areas. It comprises comparative studies that attempt to 
shed light on contemporary issues in particular areas by examining 
phenomena across boundaries of areas and research domains. To 
carry out Integrated Area Research, CIAS supports the various 
collaborative projects by researchers in various fields from other 
institutions. These projects focus on two aspects of Integrated 
Area Research, namely, methodologies and selected crucial issues.
The field of Area Informatics refers to the use of information 
science/technologies to integrate and share research resources and 
knowledge on areas. CIAS hosts a variety of databases on area 
studies, using Resource Sharing System to integrate these databases 
with other databases on the Web. CIAS has also developed a number 
of information tools, such as a database builder, which supports 
researchers in constructing databases; spatiotemporal tools, which 
can be used to visualize and analyze data from the Resource Sharing 
System; and application programming interfaces (APIs) , through 
which researchers can create their own applications for parsing CIAS 
databases. Recently, CIAS introduced Web semantic technologies to 
realize advanced data integration and analysis. These databases, 
tools, and technologies contribute to the promotion of integrated area 
research.
CIAS has developed and promoted unique area studies by 
closely using integrated area research and area informatics, 
achieving remarkable results. Examples include the Aceh Tsunami 
Mobile Museum, which is an application of the database builder in 
disaster management research, and Grid City, which is a 
multimedia scholarly book that links texts with related images in 
the database using API.
CIAS has carried out its mission with the indispensable 
support of the network of researchers engaged in collaborative 
projects as well as the network of information systems; we are 
grateful for the support and hope to continue receiving such 
support in the coming years.
HARA, Shoichiro (Ph.D.)
Director and Professor
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Area Studies is an interdisciplinary field whose primary focus 
is globalization, including the social, political, economic, natural, 
and cultural relationships that exist within and extend beyond the 
boundaries of nation-states. Area Studies explores issues that 
increasingly affect all societies, such as the following:
• rapid and far-reaching environmental and technological 
changes
• the proliferation and impacts of communication media and 
other technologies
• transnational economic interactions, including trade, capital, 
and labor flows
• processes of cultural, social, economic, religious, and 
linguistic homogenization and differentiation
• diaspora and transnational migratory movements and 
processes
• the health and environmental consequences of transnational 
political, economic, and social processes
A central goal of Area Studies is to develop cross-border and 
hol is t ic  perspect ives on g lobal  i nte rcon nect ions and 
interdependencies. Meanwhile, this academic field is also 
developing an appreciation of how globalization processes affect 
and express themselves in particular regions and localities, 
primarily through case studies, advanced language and literature 





2Welcome to CIAS / New Approach to Area Studies 
Through the Japan Consortium for Area Studies (JCAS) and 
its activities as a joint usage / research center, CIAS plays the role 
of gateway to area studies in Japan.
Japan Consortium for Area Studies (JCAS)
JCAS is an academic community 
for area studies based on a completely 
n e w  f o r m  o f  o r g a n i z a t i o n a l 
c o o p e r a t i o n .  C o n s i s t i n g  o f 
e d u c a t i o n a l  a n d  r e s e a r c h 
organizations, such as universities 
and research inst itutes that are 
engaged in international area studies, academic societies, and 
private organizations closely involved in area studies, JCAS 
promotes information exchange and research activities that go 
beyond the framework of organizations. It was founded in 2004; as 
of the end of December 2014, it has 97 member organizations.
JCAS undertakes a variety of activities based on five mottos: 
1) design area studies, 2) go beyond the boundary of disciplines, 
3) expand the network, 4) connect with civil society, and 
5) establish the information infrastructure. Examples include 
supporting the next generation of area studies researchers through 
the implementation of project recruitment programs, facilitating 
joint research planning among member organizations, promoting 
collaborations between academic societies in different disciplines, 
and offering on-demand seminars.
The JCAS annual meeting, in addition to being a forum for 
reporting on various JCAS activities, has become a venue for 
member organizations to showcase their capabilities and establish 
networks, through which joint studies that go beyond the boundary 
of their organizations could be launched. Winners of the JCAS 
Awards (the research project, research plan, budding project, and 
social collaboration awards) are announced and awarded at the 
annual meeting as well.
Since the establishment of JCAS, CIAS has assumed its 
administrative function: managing various project recruitment 
programs related to area studies, editing the JCAS Review, and 
taking initiatives in such areas as public relations and information 
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In area studies, researchers analyze natural, social, and 
cultural settings using an interdisciplinary research approach. 
Since the 1990s, when people in even the most remote locations of 
the world began to feel the effects of globalization, the number of 
area studies researchers has increased dramatically. Subsequently, 
information on many locations worldwide began to be assembled 
and synthesized.
Simultaneous to this revitalization of area studies, information 
technology for processing data advanced greatly, boosting the field 
of informatics and finding new applicability in applied sciences, 
such as area studies.
In April 2010, CIAS launched the Area Informatics Project, 
which aims to apply state-of-the-art information technology to 
combine and analyze data produced in area studies research. Its 
overarching goal is to construct a basic platform for a wide range 
of area studies data to enable sharing between different institutions 
and enhance the presentation of study results.
The Area Informatics Project comprises two parts, namely, a 
resource sharing system and a construction of an integrated 
database. This resource sharing system is a common platform that 
allows cross-searching of different types of information stored in 
various institutions. An integrated database is one with a gateway 
through which information input can be done easily. It also enables 
map visualization using a time slider function, which helps reveal 
potential interactions with information. For example, users without 





Kobe Memory Hunting with High School Students.
4Gateway of Area Studies in Japan / CIAS Area Informatics Project
CIAS has a collection of information resources from areas 
worldwide obtained by staff members as area studies researchers 
utilizing their unique perspectives and networks. A part of these 
resources have been made available at the CIAS library. Other 
resources have been entered in a database using the latest area 
informatics techniques promoted by CIAS. The main collections 
are introduced below.
Attempts to retain, share, and make modern 
use of historical materials
Malay Periodicals Collection
It includes ten Malay periodicals published in the mid-20th 
century in Malaysia as well as their digital data. In the past, 
materials on Islam in Southeast Asia, especially literature in Jawi 
(Arabic alphabet for writing Malay and Indonesian), were not 
systematically collected and organized anywhere in the world. 
With the comprehensive acquisition of these materials, this 
collection has become an extremely important primary reference 
for research and education on Southeast Asia.
With the Malay magazine Qalam (1950 to 1969) in particular, 
we have undertaken such initiatives as publishing Roman alphabet 
transliteration versions and creating an online public database of 
articles. We are currently creating a database that allows searching 
across 1,001 titles of Malay magazine articles.
Turkestanskii Sbornik Database
This collection comprises Central Asia-related publications 
after the Central Asian conquest of the Russian Empire and during 
the period between the late 19th century and the beginning of the 
20th century. Originally intended as an encyclopedia on Central 
Asia for Russians, it is one of a kind in the world as a collection. 
All 594 volumes at the Alisher Navoi State Library of the current 
Republic of Uzbekistan have been digitized in cooperation with 
the library, and the CIAS library holds the CD version. CIAS is 
currently creating a database of the entire collection in addition to 
organizing the bibliographic information.
Valuable Primary References
Sendero Luminoso-related Documents
Peruvian journalist Gustavo Gorriti compiled a microfilm 
collection of documents from the 1960s to the 1980s. This 
collection features the internal documents of Sendero Luminoso 
(the Maoist guerrilla insurgent organization that started an armed 
conflict in Peru in 1980) and his affiliated organizations, including 
those under Luminoso’s predecessor, as well as records prepared 
by the army and police. This compilation is considered the most 
comprehensive collection of references related to Sendero 
Luminoso. Princeton University took the actual documents 
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microfilm to make them available for browsing at their library as “Documenting the 
Peruvian Insurrection.” Instituto de Estudios Peruanos in Peru, which had received its 
microfilm version and made it available for use in Peru, donated a copy of the 
microfilm to CIAS on the basis of the memorandum of understanding (MOU) signed in 
2010. CIAS is currently considering making these valuable references available by 
obtaining agreement from the Instituto de Estudios Peruanos in Peru and Princeton 
University Library.
An attempt to visualize the learning activities of pioneers 
in area studies by using the area informatics approach
Yoneo Ishii Collection
This collection of materials, such as books, research documents, and photographs 
taken in the study area, was compiled between 1957 and 2010 by the late Yoneo Ishii 
(1929–2010), a professor emeritus at Kyoto University. Among them, about 10,000 
items are shelved at the CIAS library to reproduce his home library down to the order 
of books. The collection includes important literature on Southeast Asian studies, 
including the history of Thailand, and linguistic studies, among others. A database and 
virtual bookshelf that enables ontological search based on keywords extracted from 
bibliographic information was also released in 2014.
Videos and films from around the world as area studies 
materials
Malay Local Movie Collection
This collection is a database of feature films mainly consisting of movies produced 
in Malaysia (Federation of Malaya) after 1933. It also includes unscreened works, such 
as television and short films. More than 90% of the approximately 1,200 feature film 
titles produced in the Malaysia area—from classic Malay movies by P. Ramlee, who 
was called “the father of Malay movies,” to the new wave of Malay movies typified by 
Yasmin Ahmad and to even recent films co-produced with such countries as Japan—
are available in electronic media.
Thai Video Collection
A collection of Thai visual materials, such as movies (many VCDs and recently 
popularized DVDs), are held at the Center for Southeast Asian Studies (CSEAS) library 
(approximately 800 titles) and the CIAS library (342 titles), each along with related 
literature and posters. This collection includes local blockbusters and feature films 
released in Japan as well as local folk art, documentary films, preaching by prominent 
Buddhist monks, and even footages of the coronation of Rama VII and IX (the current 
king) and videos (copies) recorded by Rama VII himself.
Tamil Language Film Collection
The CIAS library holds 150 Tamil-language films (produced from the 1960s to the 
1990s) donated by Dr. M. Nadarajah. The library has also jointly created a brief note on 
the content per movie with the Public Media Agency in Malaysia and is currently 
preparing an online Tamil-language film database available to the public, through 
which users can search by title, director, actor, and other credited professionals involved 
in filmmaking. 
The World’s Leading Collection
The Kyocera Collection British Parliamentary Papers
This compilation of references contains a total of 12,000 volumes of various 
documents submitted to the British Parliament (House of Commons documents from 
1801 to 1986 and the House of Lords documents from 1801 to 1922). It is a nearly 
complete collection with the least number of missing or damaged volumes compared 
with all other existing British Parliament documents held at the former British Board of 
Trade. The collection is held at the Kyoto University Library. The online version of the 
House of Commons Parliamentary Papers is available on campus. A database of 
extracted illustrations is also available.




The CIAS mission requires extensive internat ional 
collaboration. In expanding its efforts, CIAS capitalizes on the 
international networks of its staff to establish collaborations with 
research institutions and individual researchers who share CIAS’s 
interests and objectives.
Forms of collaboration include joint projects, MOUs, 
international conferences, and peer-to-peer partnerships. The 






The Center for International Forestry Research Republic of Indonesia
Faculty of Agriculture, National University of Laos, Lao P.D.R. Lao People's Democratic Republic
Faculty of Forestry, National University of Laos, Lao P.D.R. Lao People's Democratic Republic
Faculty of Social Science, National University of Laos, Lao P.D.R. Lao People's Democratic Republic
The Center for Asia-Pacific Area Studies, 
Research Center for Humanities and Social Sciences, Academia Sinica Taiwan
The Sultan Ageng Tirtayasa University Republic of Indonesia
The Research Center for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal
Tropenbos International Kingdom of the Netherlands
The Institute of Peruvian Studies Republic of Peru
The Royal University of Agriculture Kingdom of Cambodia
The Royal University of Fine Arts Kingdom of Cambodia
The Faculty of Nursing, Kohn Kaen University Kingdom of Thailand
Sherubtse College, Royal University of Bhutan Kingdom of Bhutan
The Social Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University Kingdom of Thailand
The Tsunami and Disaster Mitigation Research Center Republic of Indonesia
The University of Riau Republic of Indonesia
The IUFRO Special Project on World Forests, Society and Environment Republic of Finland
The Peruvian Institute of Amazon Research Republic of Peru
Klasika Media Malaysia
The Department of  Geography, University of Leicester United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Perbadanan Kota Buku Malaysia
The Graduate School, Silpakorn University Kingdom of Thailand
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CIAS regularly organizes international meetings directly related to its programs to 
report research outcomes and foster academic debate. Where possible, these symposia 
are co-organized with national or international partners. The symposia are presented at 
the Inamori building, where CIAS is located, to make use of the building’s state-of-the-
art facilities. These events are also frequently hosted by CIAS collaborators. 
Under the Division for Visiting Researchers, CIAS invites researchers from abroad 
to foster academic exchange and contribute to skills transfer. These visiting researchers 
are linked to ongoing research collaborations where possible. Visiting researchers have 
the opportunity to concentrate on their own work for a six-month period during their 
stay. Where possible, their activities are integrated with CIAS events, such as 
international symposia.
In addition to their travel to research sites, CIAS staff are encouraged to visit other 
area studies research institutions abroad to strengthen collaborative efforts.
CIAS International Visiting Scholars Program
One of the main objectives of CIAS is to foster exchange among scholars. To this 
end, CIAS has developed two exchange programs. One program invites international 
scholars from abroad to CIAS, and the other invites scholars from within Japan.
These two programs provide opportunities for researchers to pursue interests 
linked to area studies while staying at Kyoto University. The exchanges contribute to 
the advancement of area studies, and the presence of visiting scholars at CIAS increases 
awareness of CIAS and Japanese area studies in general in the national and 
international academic community. Visiting scholars also contribute to area studies 
research activities at CIAS. Invited candidates are not only scholars from the academe 
but also those in other positions relevant to area studies, such as NGO/NPO activists, 










Reducing emission from tropical peat swamp forests / Implications of shifting development discourses for forests and livelihoods / 
Futures Studies in Forestry
1)  M. Buizer, W. de Jong & D. Humphreys (eds.). Climate change and deforestation: The evolution of an intersecting policy domain. 
Special Issue, Environmental Science and Policy, volume 35. 2014.
2) B. Arts, W. de Jong & M. Krott (eds.). Political theory for forest policy. Special Issue, Forest Policy and Economics, Volume 16. 2012.
 HARA Shoichiro
Information Science
Application of Information Technologies to Humanities' Science / Spatiotemporal Science
1)  Masami Matsuda, Khanitta Nuntaboot, Katsumasa Ota & Shoichiro Hara. “Health Promotion and Education in Thailand in 
Comparison with the Japanese Health Care System and Health Informatics”. Asian Perspectives and Evidence on Health Promotion 
and Education, pp.50-66, Springer. 2011.
2)  Shoichiro Hara. "Area Informatics – Concept and Status –". Culture and Computing: Computing and Communication for 
Crosscultural Interaction. pp. 214-228, Springer. 2010.
 HAYASHI Yukio
Cultural Anthropology, Regional Study of Theravadins
Mapping religious practice among the Theravadins in Mainland Southeast Asia / Comparative study of inter-regional relations between 
Buddhists
1)  Yukio Hayashi. Practical Buddhism among the Thai-Lao: Religion in the Making of the Reigon. Kyoto and Melbourne: Kyoto 
University Press and Trans Pacifi c Press. 2003.
2)  Yukio Hayashi. พุทธศาสนาเชิงปฏิบัติของคนไทยอีสาน: ศาสนาในความเป็นภูมิภาค (Phutthasatsana choeng patibat khong thai isan: Satsna nai khwampen phumiphak). Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University Press. 2011.
 KISHI Toshihiko
East Asian History
Reading the Record of a Hundred Years of Intra-East Asian Confl ict / Cooperation through Research in Audio-Visual Materials
1) 貴志俊彦 et al. (eds.). 美國在亞洲的文化冷戰 (The U.S.A.'s Cultural Cold War in Asia). 台北：稲郷出版社 . 2012-6
2)  기시 도시히코 et al. (eds.). 문화냉전과 아시아 : 냉전 연구를 탈중심화하기 (De-Centering the Cultural Cold War : The U.S. 
and Asia). 서울：소명출판 . 2012-6.
Professor
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 MURAKAMI Yusuke
Political Science
Comparative study on Latin American politics after neoliberal reforms / Field research on local politics in highland Ayacucho, Peru.
1)  Yusuke Murakami (ed.). Perú en la era del Chino: la política no institucionalizada y el pueblo en busca de un Salvador. 2ª. edición, Ideología y política 27, Lima: Instituto de 
Estudios Peruanos y Center for Integrated Area Studies, Kyoto University, 698p. (1ª. edición, 2007, 715p). 2012.
2)  Yusuke Murakami (ed.). América Latina en la era posneoliberal: democracia, confl ictos y desigualdad. América problema 37, Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos y Center for 
Integrated Area Stuidies, Kyoto University, 246p. 2013.
 NISHI Yoshimi
Southeast Asian Studies
Disaster Management in Multicultural Society Region-based Information Management in Multilingual and Multireligious Regions Restructuring of Collective Memory in Post-confl ict 
Society
1)  Yoshimi Nishi. “Among Bangsa, Keturunan, and Daerah: Peace-Building and Group Identity in the law on Governing Aceh, 2006”. Bangsa and Umma: Development of People-
Grouping Concepts in Islamized Southeast Asia, Kyoto University Press. pp.166-182. 2011.
2)  Yoshimi Nishi & Hiroyuki Yamamoto. “Social Flux and Disaster Management: An Essay on the Construction of an Indonesian Model for Disaster Management and 
Reconstruction”, Journal of Disaster Research, Vol.7, No.1, Fuji Technology Press, pp.65-74. 2012.
 OBIYA Chika
Central Asian Studies
Modern history of Central Asia, especially for the revolutionary period / Soviet-socialist modernization in Central Asia and its implications for today / Database building for 
Turkestanskii Sbornik as an example of preserving and sharing historical materials 
1)  C. Obiya and H. Kuroki (eds.). Political Violence and Human Security in the Post-9.11 World. JCAS Symposium Series No. 24, State Nation and Ethnic Relations IX, 
Osaka: The Japan Center for Area Studies, NME, 254p. 2006.
2)  C. Obiya. "The Basmachi Movement as a Mirror of Central Asian Society in the Revolutionary Period". Social Protests and Nation-Building in the Middle East and 
Central Asia, IDE Development Perspective Series No. 1, Chiba: Institute of Developing Economies JETRO, pp. 88-104. 2003.
 YAMAMOTO Hiroyuki
Area Studies of Southeast Asia
Nationalism, ethnicity and regionalism in Malaysia / Social memory and disaster resilience in Southeast Asia / Digital Archiving of Jawi documents / Hybridity in films and society in 
Southeast Asia / Methodology and history of Area Studies
1) David  Lim & Yamamoto Hiroyuki (eds.). Film in Contemporary Southeast Asia: Cultural Interpretation and Social Intervention. Routledge. 2011.
2)  Hiroyuki Yamamoto, Anthony Milner, Midori Kawashima & Kazuhiro Arai (eds.). Bangsa and Umma: Development of People-Grouping Concepts in Islamized Southeast Asia. 
Kyoto University Press. 2011.
Associate Professor
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 YANAGISAWA Masayuki
Agro-ecology
Comparative study on social organization in the Red River and Mekong delta of Vietnam
1)  Masayuki Yanagisawa. Kinh doanh và dịch vụ:  Vai trò của một tổ chức xã hội ở nông thôn của đông bằng sông Hồng (Commercial activity or public service : Roles of a social 
organization in rural Red river delta, Vietnam). TỌA ĐÀM NGHIÊN CỨU LÀNG XÃ VIỆT NAM: Kỷ niệm 20 năm dự án nghiên cứu Bách Cốc (International workshop on 
Vietnamese village studies: memory of Bach Coc studies）. Truờng Đại học Khoa học xã hội và Nhân văn (Hanoi National University of Social science and Humanity). 2013-9.
2)  Masayuki Yanagisawa. Area Informatics Project: Toward creation of knowledge for area studies. International seminar on Dari Warisan Ke Wawasan/ From Tradition To Vision. 
CIAS, Putra Hotel, KL, Malaysia. 2013-9.
 KAMEDA Akihiro
Informatics
Information Extraction from Academic Resources and its Structurization
1)  Akihiro Kameda, Kiyoko Uchiyama, Hideaki Takeda & Akiko Aizawa. “Extraction of Semantic Relationships from Academic Papers using Syntactic Patterns”. The Fifth 
International Conference on Information, Process, and Knowledge Management. 2013.




Migration and remaining evoked by border change in modern Northeast Asia, especially Sakhalin / Migration for development in modern Northeast Asia, especially Sakhalin / 
Historical and social comparison with Sakhalin, Taiwan, Manchuria and Far East.
1)  Taisho Nakayama. “Japanese Society on Karafuto”. Svetlana Paichadze & Philip A. Seaton (eds.). Voices from the shifting Russo-Japanese Border : Karafuto / Sakhalin, Oxton : 
Routledge, pp.19-41, 2015.
 TANIGAWA Ryuichi
Architectural and Urban History
Modern Asian architectural history with an emphasis on the relationship between Japan and other Asian countries
 1)  Ryuichi Tanigawa. “Colonial Structures Veiled in Publicity -Lighthouses, Bridges, and Dams Built by the Japanese Empire in Colonial Korea”. Our Living Heritage: Industrial 
Buildings and Sites of Asia, mAAN Seoul 2011 8th International Conference, Seoul, 25-27 August 2011, pp.77-87. 2011.
Assistant Professor
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Frontiers of Area Studies
The purpose of this publication series is to call for outstanding 
research results in Japan and abroad, have them screened and 
reviewed by the editorial committee of experts outside of 
academics, and then release them as commercial publications from 
Kyoto University Press. The publication is considered part of the 
activities of CIAS as a joint usage / research center. In particular, 
we aim to share studies that compare areas and focus on their 
relationships as well as information related to area studies. Further, 
we publish promising research results with an eye to breaking new 
ground for area studies, such as area informatics, as we seek to 
become an international information channel that explores the 
frontier of area studies.
Noboru Ishikawa (ed.). Flows and Movements in Southeast Asia 
New Approaches to Transnationalism. Kyoto University Press. 
2011-12.
Yusuke Murakami, Hiroyuki Yamamoto & Hiromi Komori (eds.). 
Enduring States: In the Face of Challenges from Within and 
Without, Kyoto University Press, 2011-3.
Ken-ichi Abe & James E. Nickum (eds.). Good Earths: Regional 
and Historical Insights into China’s Environment. Kyoto 
University Press, 2009-2.
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Monographs and Edited Volumes
We publish the findings of area studies in various languages
Wil de Jong, Denyse Snelder & Noboru Ishikawa (eds.). 
Transborder governance of forests, rivers and 
trees. Earthscan London. 2010.
David Lim & Yamamoto Hiroyuki (eds.). Film in 
Contemporar y Southeast  Asia:  Cul tural 
Interpretation and Social Intervention. Routledge. 
2011.
Yukio Hayashi. พทุธศาสนาเช งิปฏ บิตั ขิองคนไทยอสีาน: 
ศาสนาในความเป ็นภ ูม ิภาค  ( PR AT ICA L 
BUDDHISM AMONG THE THA). Bangkok: 
Chulalongkorn University Press, 478p. 2011-9.
Yamamoto Hiroyuki, Anthony Milner, Kawashima 
Midori & Arai Kazuhiro (eds.). Bangsa and 
Umma: Development of People-Grouping 
Concepts in Islamized Southeast Asia. Kyoto 
University Press. 2011.
Yusuke Murakami (ed.). Perú en la era del Chino: la 
política no institucionalizada y el pueblo en busca 
de un Salvador. 2ª. edición, Ideología y política 27, 
Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos y Center for 
Integrated Area Studies, Kyoto University, 698p. 
(1ª. edición, 2007, 715p). 2012.
14CIAS Publications
Yusuke Murakami. Dinámica político-económica de los países andinos. América 
problema 34, Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos y Center for Integrated Area 
Stuidies, Kyoto University, 390p. 2012.
Wil de Jong Sociedad bosquesina Tomo I. Tarea Asociacion Grafica Educativa. 292p. 
2012-3.
Wil de Jong Sociedad bosquesina Tomo II. Tarea Asociacion Grafica Educativa. 380p. 
2012-3.
貴志俊彦 (Toshihiko Kishi)，土屋由香 (Yuka Tsuchiya)，林鴻亦 (Lin Hungyi)(eds.). 
美國在亞洲的文化冷戰 (The U.S.A.'s Cultural Cold War in Asia). 稲郷出版社, 
Taiwan. 2012-6.
기시 도시히코 (Toshihiko Kishi)， 쓰치야 유카 (Yuka Tsuchiya) (eds.)， 김려실(Ryeosil 
Kim)(trans.). 문화냉전과 아시아: 냉전 연구를 탈중심화하기 (De-Centering the 
Cultural Cold War : The U.S. and Asia). 소명출판, Seoul. 2012-6.
Yusuke Murakami (ed.). América Latina en la era posneoliberal: democracia, 
conflictos y desigualdad. América problema 37, Lima: Instituto de Estudios 
Peruanos y Center for Integrated Area Stuidies, Kyoto University, 246p. 2013.
Yusuke Murakami (ed.). La actualidad política de los países andonos centrales en el 
gobierno de izquierda. América problema 39, Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos 
y Center for Integrated Area Stuidies, Kyoto University, 125p. 2014.
CIAS Discussion Papers
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These discussion papers are published to ensure the quick release of research 
results by CIAS faculty members and researchers as well as those from joint studies. In 
addition to papers, we release a variety of research results, such as research reports, 
reference materials, annotated bibliographies, and records on workshops and symposia 
under the responsibility of the CIAS faculty overseeing the author (editor).
No.43 Yumio Sakurai, Nguyen Thi Phuong Anh & Masayuki Yanagisawa (eds.). Lịch 
Sử Hình Thành Cư Dân Đô Thị Hà Nội. 2014-3.
No.41 The Transport Equipment Sector Melba Falck Reyes. The Role of Japanese 
Foreign Direct Investment in Production Networks in Mexico and Thailand. 2014-3.
No.28 Ryuichi Tanigawa (ed.). Manga Comics Museums in Japan Cultural Sharing and 
Local Communities. 2013-1.
No.24 Kazuyo Minamide & Fumiko Oshikawa. Right to Education in South Asia: Its 
Implementation and New Approaches. 2012-3.
No.20 Wil de Jong &  Gerardo Mery (ed.). Desafíos de los bosques amazónicos y 
oportunidades para el manejo forestal comunitario. 2011-10.
No.16 Fumiko Oshikawa (ed.). Disparities in the globalized world: reality, perception 
and movements. 2010-3.
No.14 Anne Androuais. Des expériences transfrontalières à la formation d’une 
Communauté Economique en Asie le rôle des investissements directs extérieurs 
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